close literary-historical relationship existed between the Nomos Mosaïkos and juridical literature.
By these means, the question about the collection's purpose is elided, which is simultaneously closely related to the construction of the contents. The latter is conceptualized only with difficulty. In order to correctly evaluate the selection criteria, it must be clearly articulated what the excerpted sources generally offered in material on the one hand, and what, on the other hand, was the compiler's context. Regarding this, the fact that the two initiating points do not coincidentally converge in an emphasis on penal standards in a broad sense must not be overlooked. In this respect, the Nomos Mosaïkos literarily and also historically fits into the context of the Ecloga and the Appendix Ecloga. Even without a glimpse of a possibility of ever being able to prove it, the last editor of the Nomos Mosaïkos even assumed that its composition ought to be located temporally close to that of the Ecloga. 
